This work provides tight upper-and lower-bounds for the problem of mean estimation under -differential privacy in the local model, when the input is composed of n i.i.d. drawn samples from a normal distribution with variance σ. Our algorithms result in a (1 − β)-confidence
Introduction
In the last decade, differential privacy (Dwork et al., 2006b ) has become the de-facto gold standard of privacy-preserving data analysis. Moreover, in recent years, there has been a growing interest in devising differentially private techniques for statistical inference (see Related Work below). However, by and large, these works have focused on the centralized model, where the dataset in its entirety is given to a trusted curator who has direct access to the data. This is in contrast to the trust-free local model (Warner, 1965; Kasiviswanathan et al., 2008) , in which each individual perturbs her own data and broadcasts the noisy (and privacy preserving) outcome. The local model is growing in popularity in recent years with practical, large scale deployments (see Erlingsson et al. (2014) ; Apple Press Info (2016)). Yet only a handful of works (Duchi et al., 2013a,b; Gaboardi and Rogers, 2018; Sheffet, 2018) examine differentially private statistical inference techniques in the local-model. This work focuses on the task of mean estimation in the local-model. The problem is composed of n iid samples drawn from a Gaussian X 1 , ..., X n i.i.d. ∼ N (µ, σ 2 ) such that µ ∈ [−R, R] for some known bound R, and σ is either provided as an input (known variance case) or left unspecified (unknown variance case). We point out that the privacy analysis in our algorithms hold even if the assumption of normal data is not satisfied, whereas our utility analysis relies on this assumption.
The goal of our algorithms is to provide an estimation of µ, which may be represented in multiple forms. The classical approach in statistical inference is to represent the likelihood that each point on the real line is µ with a probability distribution -where in the case of known variance (Z-test) the output is a Gaussian distribution, and in the case of unknown variance (T -test) the output is a t-distribution. This distribution allows an analyst to estimate a confidence interval I based on the random sample of data s.t. P [µ ∈ I] ≥ 1 − β, where non-privately it holds that |I| = O( σ / √ n) (assuming β is a constant). Based on confidence intervals, one is able to reject (or fail-to-reject) certain hypotheses about µ, such as the hypothesis that µ = 0 or that the means of two (or more) separate collections of samples (X 1 , ..., X n and Y 1 , ..., Y m ) are identical.
Our Contribution. The goal of this work is to provide upper-and lower-bounds for the problem of mean-estimation under ( , δ)-local differentially private (LDP) algorithms assuming the data is drawn from an unknown Gaussian. For our upper bounds in the case of known variance, we design a -LDP algorithm, which yields a confidence interval of length O(σ · √ log(n) / √ n) provided that n = Ω( log( R /σ) 2 ). In the case of unknown variance we give an algorithm that returns a valid confidence interval of similar length assuming we have a lower bound on the value of the unknown σ. For our lower-bounds, we prove that any -LDP algorithm must return an interval whose length is Ω( σ / √ n), proving the optimality of our technique up to a log(n)-factor. In the known variance case, our algorithm results in a private Z-test, which we also assess empirically.
Our Techniques: Overview
Basic Tools. In our algorithms, we use two basic LDP canonical algorithms of Randomized Response (Warner, 1965; Kasiviswanathan et al., 2008) and Bit Flipping (in its various versions) (Erlingsson et al., 2014; Bassily and Smith, 2015; Bassily et al., 2017) . The mechanisms are known, and, for completeness, in Section 2 we provide utility bounds for these building blocks under randomly drawn input.
The Known Variance Case. In the known variance case, our approach is a direct LDP implementation of the ideas behind the algorithm of Karwa and Vadhan (2018) who provide a private confidence interval in the centralized model. We equipartition the interval where µ is assumed to be between [−R, R] into d = 2R σ sub-intervals of length σ, and use the above-mentioned Bit Flipping mechanism to find the most likely interval. The most common interval must be within distance 2σ from the mean (with high probability) of the underlying Gaussian distribution. This allows us to narrow in on an interval I of length O σ log(n/β) which should hold n new points from the same distribution with probability at least 1 − β.
Once we have found this interval, we merely project each datapoint onto I and add Gaussian noise of N 0, 2|I| 2 log(2/δ) 2 to the projection, and then average the outcomes. This implies we have n i.i.d sample points for a Gaussian of mean µ and variance O σ 2 log(n/β) log(1/δ) 2 . 1 Thus, 1 Actually, this is an approximation of the distribution, since we clip the original Gaussian. However, since the probability mass we remove is < β n , the TV-dist to this distribution is < 1/n. µ, the average of these n noisy datapoints, is also sampled from a Gaussian, whose variance is σ 2 = O σ 2 log(n/β) log(1/δ) 2 n . We can thus represent the likelihood that each point on R is the mean by using a Gaussian N ( µ, σ 2 ), which is our analog to the Z-test. Moreover, the interval of length 2 σ log(4/β) centered at µ is a (1 − β)-confidence interval. Details appear in Section 3, where in Section 3.1 we also present some empirical assessment of our Z-test.
The Unknown Bounded Variance Case. We now consider the case of unknown variance, where instead of knowing σ we are provided bounds on the smallest and largest (resp.) values of the variance: σ min , σ max . First, we illustrate our algorithm in the case where we know σ max ≤ 2R. This is of course the more natural case, as we think of R as large and σ as reasonable. Later, we discuss how to deal with the case of general unknown variance.
In this case, the approach of Karwa and Vadhan (2018) is to estimate the variance using the pairwise differences of the datapoints. That is due to the property of Gaussians where the difference between two iid samples is N (0, 2σ 2 ). This however is an approach that only works in the centralized model, where one is able to observe two datapoints without noise. In the local model, we are forced to use a different approach.
The approach we follow is to do binary search for different quantiles of the Gaussian, an approach which has appeared before in certain testers, and in particular in the work of Feldman (2017) . Given a quantile p ∈ (0, 1), a continuous and smooth distribution P, our goal is to find the threshold point t such that p − λ ≤ P X∼P [X < t] ≤ p + λ for a given tolerance parameter λ > 0. In each iteration j, we hold an interval I (j) which is guaranteed to hold t, and we use the middle point of this interval as our current guess. Denoting t (j) as the current interval's mid-point, we use enough of the dataset to estimate P X∼P X < t (j) up to error λ, and then either halt (if the estimated probability is approximately p) or recurse on either the left-or right-half of the interval. Since our initial interval is [−(R + σ max ), R + σ max ] (of length < 6R) and we must halt when we reach an interval of length Ω(σ min ) (we treat λ as a constant), then the number of iterations overall is T = O(log(R/σ min )).
And so, we first run binary search till we find a point t 1 for which we estimate that P X∼N (µ,σ 2 ) [X < t 1 ] ≈ 50%. We then find a point t 2 for which we estimate that P X∼N (µ,σ 2 ) [X < t 2 ] ≈ 81.4%. Due to the properties of a Gaussian, t 1 ≈ µ and t 2 − t 1 ≈ σ. Of course, we do not have access to the actual quantiles, but rather just an estimation of them, but we are still able to show that w.p. ≥ 1 − β it holds that 0.5σ < t 2 − t 1 < 2σ. (These bounds explain why taking λ as a constant, say λ = 0.05, suffice for our needs.) We can thus run the algorithm for the known variance case with this estimation of the variance on the remainder of the dataset. The full details of our algorithm appear in Section 4.
The General Unknown Variance Case. In the general case, where σ max isn't known, we begin by testing to see if the variance is ≥ R or < 2R by estimating the probability that a new datapoint falls inside the interval [−2R, 2R]. If this probability is large then we have that σ < 2R and we can use the previous algorithm for unknown bounded variance; whereas if this probability is small, it must be that σ > R, and we run a very different algorithm. Instead of binary search, we merely estimate q 1 def = P X∼N (µ,σ 2 ) [X < −R] using the first half of the points, and then estimate q 2 def = P X∼N (µ,σ 2 ) [X < R] using the remaining half of the points. Denoting t 1 and t 2 as the points on the real line for which the CDF of a standard normal N (0, 1) equals q 1 and q 2 respectively, we can now interpolate a Gaussian curve that matches −R to t 1 and R to t 2 and infer its mean and variance accordingly. The key point is that both −R and R are within distance < 2σ of the true mean µ; so by known properties of the Gaussian distribution, estimating q 1 and q 2 up to an error of O( 1 / √ n) implies a similar error guarantee in estimating µ. This approach is discussed in Section 5.
Lower Bounds Lastly, we give bounds on any -LDP algorithm that approximates the mean of a Gaussian distribution. Formally, we say an algorithm (β, τ )-solves the mean-estimation problem if its input is a sample of n points drawn iid from a Gaussian distribution N µ, σ 2 with µ ∈ [−R, R] for some given parameter R, and its output is an interval I such that µ ∈ I w.p. ≥ 1 − β and furthermore E [|I|] ≤ τ . Note that the probability is taken over both the sample draws and the coin-tosses of the algorithm. We prove that any one-shot, where each datapoint is queried only once, -locally differentially private algorithm M that (β, τ )-solves that mean estimation problem
and also hold that n ∈ Ω 1 2 log( R β·τ ) .
In addition, we also provide lower bounds for any one-shot -LDP algorithm that approximates the quantile of a given distribution P using iid samples from P. Our bounds show that dependency on certain parameters (R, σ min ) is necessary. In particular, if R (or σ min ) is left unspecified (namely R = ∞ and σ min = 0), then no LDP algorithm can (β, τ )-solve the mean-estimation problem.
Note that our upper-bounds are given by ( , δ)-LDP algorithms, yet our lower bounds deal only with -LDP algorithms. However, a recent result of Bun et al. (2018) shows that in the local model (as opposed to the centralized model) any ( , δ)-LDP is equivalent to a -LDP algorithm. Further details appear in the Preliminaries.
Related Work
Several works have studied the intersection of differential privacy and statistics (Dwork and Lei, 2009; Smith, 2011; Chaudhuri and Hsu, 2012; Duchi et al., 2013a,b; Dwork et al., 2015) mostly focusing on robust statistics; but only a handful of works study rigorously the significance and power of hypotheses testing under differential privacy (Vu and Slavkovic, 2009; Uhler et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2015; Gaboardi et al., 2016; Kifer and Rogers, 2017; Cai et al., 2017; Sheffet, 2017; Karwa and Vadhan, 2018) . Vu and Slavkovic (2009) looked at the sample size for privately testing the bias of a coin. Johnson and Shmatikov (2013) , Uhler et al. (2013) and Yu et al. (2014) focused on the Pearson χ 2 -test, showing that the noise added by differential privacy vanishes asymptotically as the number of datapoints goes to infinity, and propose a private χ 2 -based test which they study empirically. Wang et al. (2015) , Gaboardi et al. (2016) , and Kifer and Rogers (2017) then revised the statistical tests themselves to incorporate the additional noise due to privacy as well as the randomness in the data sample. Cai et al. (2017) give a private identity tester based on noisy χ 2test over large bins, Sheffet (2017) studies private Ordinary Least Squares using the JL transform, and Aliakbarpour et al. (2018) study identity and equivalence testing. All of these works however deal with the centralized-model of differential privacy.
Few additional works are highly related to this work. Karwa and Vadhan (2018) give matching upper-and lower-bounds on the confidence intervals for the mean of a population, also in the cen-tralized model. Duchi et al. (2013a,b) give matching upper-and lower-bound on robust estimators in the local model, and in particular discuss mean estimation. However, their bounds are related to minmax bounds rather than mean estimation or Z-tests. Gaboardi and Rogers (2018) and Sheffet (2018) study the asymptotic power and the sample complexity (respectively) of a variety of chisquared based hypothesis tests in the local model. Finally, we mention the related work of Feldman (2017) who also discusses mean estimation using a version of a statistical query oracle which is thus related to LDP. Similar to our approach, Feldman (2017) also uses the folklore approach of binary search in the case the input variance is significantly smaller than the given bounding interval.
Preliminaries
We will write the dataset X X X
∼ N µ, σ 2 where X X X = (X 1 , · · · , X n ). Our goals is to develop confidence intervals for the mean µ subject to local differential privacy in two settings: (1) known variance, (2) unknown variance. We assume that the mean µ is in some finite interval µ ∈ [−R, R] and similarly for the standard deviation σ ∈ [σ min , σ max ], if it is not known a priori. We first present the definition of differential privacy in the curator model, where the algorithm takes a single element from universe X as input. Definition 1 (Dwork et al. (2006b,a) ). An algorithm M : X → Y is ( , δ)-differentially private (DP) if for all x, x ∈ X and for all outcomes S ⊆ Y, we have
We then define local differential privacy, formalized by Kasiviswanathan et al. (2008) , which does not require individuals to release their raw data to some curator, but rather each data entry is perturbed to prevent the true entry from being stored. Definition 2 (LR Oracle). Given a dataset x x x, a local randomizer oracle LR x x x (·, ·) takes as input an index i ∈ [n] and an ( , δ)-DP algorithm R, and outputs y ∈ Y chosen according to the distribution of R(x i ), i.e. LR x x x (i, R) = R(x i ). Definition 3 (Kasiviswanathan et al. (2008)). An algorithm M : X N → Y is ( , δ)-local differentially private (LDP) if it accesses the input database x x x ∈ X n via the LR oracle LR x x x with the following restriction: if LR(i, R j ) for j ∈ [k] are the M's invocations of LR x x x on index i, then each R j for j ∈ [k] is ( j , δ j )-DP and k j=1 j ≤ , k j=1 δ j ≤ δ. In this work we present and prove bounds regarding one-shot mechanisms, where an algorithm is allowed to only query a user once and then she is never queried again. Definition 4. We say a randomized mechanism M is a one-shot local differentially private if for any dataset input D, M interacts with datum x i by first choosing a single differentially private mechanism M i , applying M i (x i ) and then only post-processes the resulting output without any further interaction with x i . In other words, M has only one-round of interaction with any datapoint. As a result M(D) is merely post-processing of the length n vector of outputs (M 1 (x 1 ), M 2 (x 2 ), ..., M n (x n )).
Note that the definition of a one-shot mechanism does not rule out choosing the separate mechanisms adaptively -it is quite possible that M i depends on previous outcomes M j (x j ) for j < i. The definition only rules out the possibility of M revisiting the datum of an individual based on prior responses from this datum.
We now present a result from Bun et al. (2018) , which shows that approximate differential privacy, i.e. ( , δ)-DP where δ > 0, cannot provide more accurate answers than pure-differential privacy, i.e. δ = 0, in the local setting. This is another significant difference between the local and central model due to the fact that approximate-DP answers can be significantly more accurate than pure-DP answers in the central model. Theorem 5 (Bun et al. (2018) ). Fix parameter η > 0. Let M be ( , δ)-LDP with ≤ 1/4 and δ ≤ η 48n log(2n/η) . Then there exists an algorithm M that is 10 -LDP and M (x x x) has total variation distance of at most η from M(x x x) for any input x x x.
This result will prove to be useful in showing that our local private confidence interval widths are tight up to polylogarithmic terms. Note that this result was extended to other values of by Cheu et al. (2018) .
We next define our utility goal, which is to find confidence intervals that contain the mean parameter µ with high probability, where the probability is over the sample and the randomness of the LDP algorithm. Definition 6 (Confidence Interval). An algorithm M : R N → 2 R produces a valid (1−β)-confidence interval for the mean of the underlying Gaussian distribution N µ, σ 2 if the following holds
Our primary objective is to design an algorithm that is ( , δ)-LDP that also produces a valid (1 − β)-confidence interval.
Useful Bounds. Throughout this paper, we use several concentration bounds, especially for Gaussians, where it is known that for any β ∈ (0, 1 /2) we have P X∼N (µ,σ 2 ) |X − µ| > σ 2 log( 2 /β) ≤ β A useful tool in our analysis is the following well-known variation of McDiarmid's inequality. The Hoeffding inequality is a direct result of it, in the case all random variables are distributed i.i.d. Fact 7. [McDiarmid's Inequality] Let X 1 , ...X n be n independent random variables. Denote B 1 , ..., B n and µ 1 , ..., µ n such that ∀i, |X i | ≤ B i and E[X i ] = µ i . Then for any t > 0 we have
Existing Locally Private Mechanisms
A basic approach to preserve differential privacy is to use additive random noise. Suppose each datum is sampled from an interval I of length . Then adding random noise taken from Lap( / ) to each datum (independently) guarantees -differential privacy (Dwork et al., 2006b) ; and adding random noise taken from N (0, 2 2 log( 2 /δ) / 2 ) to each datum (independently) guarantees ( , δ)-differential privacy (Dwork et al., 2006a) .
Another canonical -local differentially private algorithm is the randomized response algorithm (Warner, 1965) . In this mechanism, each datum is a bit {0, 1} and on each datum we operate independently, applying
It is straight-forward to see that on an input composed of m many 1s and n − m many 0s, the expected number of 1s in the output is
and so the naïve estimator for the number of 1s in the input is
The following claim summarizes a folklore result about input chosen iid from a distribution. This will be useful in the sequel for our results. Claim 8. Let X be a domain and let D be a distribution over this domain. Given a predicate φ :
Proof. The proof applies both the Hoeffding and the McDiarmid inequality. Denoting m as the number of 1s in the sampled input, we argue that when n is large enough we have that
The first of the two inequalities is an immediate consequence of the Hoeffding bound, stating that in the process of sampling the n entries from the distribution, P |p − m n | > α 2 ≤ 2 exp(−2nα 2 /4) ≤ β 2 since n ≥ 2 α 2 log( 4 /β). Having fixed the input to have exactly m ones, it is evident that θ RR is a function of the n-bit input φ(x 1 ), ..., φ(x n ), with E[ θ RR ] = m and where each datum can affect its value by at most e +1 e −1 . McDiarmid's inequality thus states that
Another useful local differentially private algorithm is the bit flipping algorithm (Erlingsson et al., 2014; Bassily and Smith, 2015) . Let X be a domain and let φ : X → {1, 2, .., d} be a partition of X into d types. This allows us to identify each datum x i in our dataset with a d-dimensional vector indicating the type φ(x i ) using a standard basis vector, or one-hot vector. The Bit Flipping mechanism now runs d independent randomized response mechanism for each coordinate separately, where the privacy-loss for each coordinate is set as /2. Therefore, per datum we output a vector V V V i ∈ {0, 1} d , and seeing as each coordinate is slightly skewed towards 0 or 1, then de-biasing with the following estimator is likely to produce a good approximation of the true histogram for the input dataset:
Again, our focus is on the performance of the bit flipping mechanism over random input. Specifically, in the sequel we will used the following property. Claim 9. Let X be a domain and let D be a distribution over this domain. Given a domain partition φ : X → {1, 2, .., d}, we denote p p p as the vector whose jth entry is
∼ D, we denote the bit-flipping histogram applied to the n d-dimensional standard-basis vectors e e e φ(X 1 ) , e e e φ(X 2 ) , ..., e e e φ(Xn) . Fix any α, β ∈ (0, 1 2 ). Then if n ≥ 2
The proof is similar to the proof of Claim 8, replacing the naive bounds with a union bound. We apply both the Hoeffding and the McDiarmid inequality. Denote the empirical histogram over the d types specified by φ over the drawn n inputs as. We argue that when n is large enough we have that P p p p −∞ > α 2 ≤ β 2 and
The first of the two inequalities is an immediate consequence of a union bound along with the Hoeffding bound, stating that in the process of sampling the n entries from the distribution,
Having fixed the input to have exactly n · q j entries of each type j, it is evident that θ BF is a function of the input φ(x 1 ), ..., φ(x n ) composed of n standard basis vectors in d-dimensions. Our unbiased estimator thus satisfies that E[ θ BF ] = n ·, and moreover, each datum can affect the value of θ BF by at most e /2 +1 e /2 −1 . Applying a union bound along with McDiarmid's inequality, we get that
Confidence Intervals for the Mean with Known Variance
In this section we assume that σ is known and we want to estimate a confidence interval for µ based on a sample of n users, subject to local differential privacy. As in Karwa and Vadhan (2018) , we will break the algorithm into two parts. First, we discretize the interval
Denote φ : R → {0 0 0, e e e 1 , e e e 2 , .., e e e d } as the function that maps each x to the indicating vector of the bin it resides in, and assigns any point outside the [−R − σ /2, R + σ /2] interval the all-0 vector, we can now apply the Bit Flipping mechanism to estimate the histogram over the d bins. Next, we find the bin with the largest count, denoted j * , and argue this bin is close up to two standard deviations to the true population mean µ. We then move to the second part of the algorithm, where we place an interval I of length |I| = O(σ) around the j * -th bin which is likely to hold all remaining points (a point outside this interval is projected onto the nearest point in I). Adding Gaussian noise to each point suffices to make the noisy result ( , δ)-differentially private, and yet we can still sum over all points and obtain an estimation of the population mean which is close up to O( σ / √ n). Details are given in Algorithm KnownVar. We comment that we could replace the noise in the latter part by Laplace noise (rather than Gaussian) and obtain a -LDP; this however would prevent us from (naïvely) using the algorithm for the purpose of Z-test.
The following two theorems prove that Algorithm KnownVar satisfies the required privacy and utility results. Theorem 10. KnownVar is ( , δ)-LDP.
Proof. This follows from the fact that Algorithm KnownVar applies one of two locally differentially private mechanisms to each datum -either bit flipping (which is known to be -LDP) or additive random noise using Gaussian noise (a ( , δ)-LDP algorithm).
Algorithm 1 Known Variance Case: KnownVar
Input: Data {x 1 , · · · , x n }; σ, β, , δ, R.
1: Set n 1 = 800 e /2 +1 e /2 −1 2 log 8d β and n 2 = n − n 1 where d = 2 R/σ + 1.
2: Partition the input into U 1 = {1, · · · , n 1 } and U 2 = {n 1 + 1, · · · , n}. 3: Denote φ as the partition of the real-line into the d bins as in (3). 4: Apply bit flipping on U 1 : p p p ← 1 n 1 θ BF (n 1 , φ) and let j * be the largest coordinate of p p p.
and denote π [s 1 ,s 2 ] (x) = min{s 2 , max{s 1 , x}}, namely the projection of
The utility analysis of our algorithm follows a similar analysis to Lemma 2.3 in Karwa and Vadhan (2018) . First note that Claim 9 assures us that if n ≥ 2 α 2 e +1 e −1 2 log( 8 β ), then each coordinate of p p p is α-close coordinate-wise to the true population histogram over the d bins. We show that for n sufficiently large, selecting j * to be the largest coordinate of p p p implies that we are close to µ within a constant multiple of the standard deviation σ.
β , then selecting j * as the largest coordinate of the histogram p p p we have that w.p. ≥ 1 − β /2 the following holds
Proof. The proof follows from the analysis done in Claim 1 of Karwa and Vadhan (2018) . We order the entries of the histogram p p p in a non-ascending order as p (1) ≥ p (2) ≥ · · · ≥ p (d) . We then have the following difference between the largest bin and the 3rd largest bin (note that the largest and second largest bin might have equal counts in the extreme case where the mean lies precisely between the two bins, but in any case the 3rd largest bin will be at least one standard deviation from the mean and must have noticeably smaller count)
If max j {| p j − p j |} ≤ g/2, then the index j * for the corresponding largest entry of p p p will be within 2 of the ratio µ/σ. Since each bin width is σ, we have |j * σ − µ| ≤ 2σ. All that is left is to apply Claim 9 with accuracy parameter α set as g/2 = 0.05 and β/2. This completes the proof.
Next, conditioned on finding j * such that |µ − j * σ| ≤ 2σ, we argue that the interval [s 1 , s 2 ] is sufficiently large so that w.h.p the projection π [s 1 ,s 2 ] onto this interval does not alter even a single one of the n 2 datapoints in U 2 . Lemma 13. Suppose j * is an index satisfying the result of Lemma 12. Fix n 2 ≤ n, and let
Applying a union bound over n 2 ≤ n bad events concludes the proof.
We can now provide the full utility analysis of Algorithm KnownVar. Namely, we argue that we indeed obtain a locally differentially private estimate for the mean of our data in the known variance case. We advise the reader to compare this result to Theorem 4.1 in Karwa and Vadhan (2018) where the dependency on is (mainly) additive rather than multiplicative.
Proof of Theorem 11. Subject to Lemmas 12 and 13 holding, we have that w.p. ≥ 1 − 3β 4 all of the latter n 2 datapoints in U 2 are not altered by
By definition, we have that P X∼N (0,1) X > Φ −1 (1 − β /8) = β /8, and by the symmetry of the Gaussian PDF we have that P X∼N (0,1) |X| > Φ −1 (1 − β /8) = β /4. Therefore, subject to Lemmas 12 and 13 holding, P | µ − µ| > σ 2 + σ 2 n 2 · Φ −1 (1 − β /8) ≤ β /4. Thus we have that w.p. ≥ 1 − β it holds that the output µ of our algorithm satisfies | µ − µ| > σ 2 + σ 2 n 2 · Φ −1 (1 − β /8) proving the first part of the theorem.
The second part of the theorem follows for standard bounds on the Normal distribution, we state
The remainder follows from the definition of σ and ∆ in Algorithm 1, and the fact that when n ≥ 2n 1 then n 2 = n − n 1 ≥ n/2.
We can now apply Theorem 5, where we pick β = η in the Theorem statement, along with Theorem 11 to obtain a valid confidence interval subject to pure -DP.
Corollary 14. Fix < 1, set d = 2 R /σ + 1, and let n ≥ 1600 e /20 +1 e /20 −1 2 log 16d β . There exists an algorithm that returns a valid 1 − β-confidence interval I that is -LDP and
Experiment: Z-Test
As in Algorithm KnownVar, we denote n 1 def = 800 · e /2 +1 e /2 −1 2 · log 8d β and n 2 def = n − n 1 . Following the proof of Theorem 11, we have that -under the assumption that no datapoint is clippedall n 2 datapoints we use in the latter part of Algorithm 1 are sampled from N µ, σ 2 + σ 2 . This allows us to infer that (w.p. ≥ 1 − β) the average of the n 2 datapoints in U 2 is sampled from N µ, σ 2 + σ 2 n 2 . Just as in Algorithm 1, denoting µ as the average of the noisy datapoints, we now can define an approximation of the likelihood: P = N µ, σ 2 + σ 2 n 2 . As a result, for any interval on the reals I we can associate a likelihood of p I def = P X∼P [X ∈ I], and we know that w.p. p I ± β it indeed holds that µ ∈ I. This mimics the power of a Z-test (Hogg et al., 2005 ) -in particular we can now compare two intervals as to which one is more likely to hold µ, compare populations, etc.
Note however that, as opposed to standard Z-test, the result of Algorithm 1 only gives confidence bounds up to an error of β. So for example, given two intervals I and I we can safely argue that it is more likely that µ ∈ I than µ ∈ I only when p I > p I + 2β. Similarly, if we wish to draw an interval whose likelihood to contain µ is 1 − ν for some ν > 0, we must pick a corresponding (1 − ν + β)-confidence interval from P. Naturally, this limits us to the setting where β < ν, or conversely: we can never allow for more certainty than the 1 − β parameter specified as an input for Algorithm 1.
Subject to this caveat, Algorithm 1 allows us to perform Z-test in a similar fashion to the standard Z-test, after we omit the first n 1 datapoints from our sample. One of the more common uses of Z-test is to test whether a given sample behaves in a similar fashion to the general population. For example, suppose that the SAT scores of the entire population are distributed like a Gaussian of mean µ and variance σ 2 . Taking a sample of SAT scores from one specific city, we can apply the Z-test to see if we can reject the null hypothesis that the score distribution in this city are distributed just as they are distributed in the general population. Should we have n samples of SAT scores which happen to be distributed from N µ , σ 2 for some µ = µ, then sufficiently large n (with dependency on |µ − µ|) should allow us to reject this null hypothesis with confidence 1 − ν. We set to discover precisely this notion of utility, using our locally-private Z-test.
The Experiment: We tested our LDP Z-test on n iid samples from a Gaussian. We set the nullhypothesis to be H 0 : N (0, 1), whereas the n samples were drawn from the alternative hypothesis H 1 : N (µ , 1) with µ > 0. We run our experiments in the known variance σ 2 = 1 case with a fixed bound R = 200 and β = 0.01. In each set of experiments we vary while keeping δ = 10 −9 . In Figure 1a , we plot the average p-value over 1,000 trails for our Z-test when the data is actually generated with sample size n = 200, 000 and mean µ that varies. In Figure 1b power of our test over 1000 trails where we fix µ = 3 and vary the sample size n. Our figures show the tradeoffs between the privacy parameter, the alternate we are comparing the null to, and the sample size. The results themselves match the theory pretty well and emphasize the magnitude of the needed sample size. For = 1.5 we need 10,000 sample points to reject the null hypothesis w.h.p. When = 0.5, even 100,000 sample points do not suffice to reject the null hypothesis w.h.p despite the fact that the difference between the means of the null and the alternative is 3 times greater than the variance. This is a setting where non-privately we can reject the null hypothesis with a sample size < 100. This illustrates (yet again) how LDP relies on the abundance of data.
Mean Estimation with Unknown (Bounded) Variance
In this section we discuss the problem of locally private mean estimation in the case where the variance of the underlying population is unknown. For ease of exposition, we separate this case into two sub-cases. First, we assume that the variance is bounded by some σ max ≤ 2R and it is the sole focus of this section as it the more likely of the two. In the second case, we consider verylarge variance (σ > R), a case which Karwa and Vadhan (2018) do not analyze, and it is deferred to Section 5. As our lower bounds show, our algorithm must be provided bounds σ min > 0 and σ max ≤ 2R such that σ ∈ [σ min , σ max ]. As we show, our parameters dependency on these upperand lower-bounds on the variance is logarithmic (so, for example, σ min > 1 /R 2 is a useful bound for us).
Our overall approach in this section mimics the same approach from Algorithm 1. Our goal is to find a suitably large, yet sufficiently tight interval [s 1 , s 2 ] that is likely to hold the latter part of the input. However, finding this [s 1 , s 2 ]-interval cannot be done using the off-the-shelf bit flipping mechanism as that requires that we know the granularity of each bin in advance. Indeed, if we discretize the interval [−R, R] with an upper-bound on the variance, each bin might be far too large and result in an interval [s 1 , s 2 ] which is far larger than the variance of the underlying population; and if we were to discretize [−R, R] with a lower-bound on the variance we cannot guarantee substantial differences between the bins that are close to µ. And so, we abandon the idea of finding a histogram on the data. Instead, we propose finding a good approximation for σ via quantile estimation based on a binary search. This result is likely to be of independent interest. Once we establish formal guarantees on our locally private binary search algorithm (privacy and utility bounds), we plug those into our confidence interval estimation algorithm in Subsection 4.2.
Locally Private Binary Search and Quantile Estimation
We now show how to estimate quantiles of a probability distribution using randomized response and binary search. We assume our domain X is contained in the real line and that there exists some distribution P over this domain. We define the quantile t as p(t) = P P [X < t]. Given a target probability p * , let t * be the quantile we want to estimate, namely p(t * ) = p * . We will say that t * is a p * -quantile of P when p * = P x∼P [x ≤ t * ]. Since our algorithm is randomized and therefore uses only estimations, we must allow for some error λ, and find some t such that |p(t) − p * | ≤ λ with high probability.
Our binary search begins with some bounded interval guaranteed to contain t * , i.e. t * ∈ [Q min , Q max ]. Initially, we set t (0) = Qmax+Q min 2 , and draw a subsample of size m, where m is chosen so that w.h.p. we can estimate E X∼P [1{X < t (0) }] using randomized response up to an error of λ. Denoting the randomized response estimator as θ RR (0) one of the following three must holds. Either (i) | θ RR (0) − p * | ≤ λ, in which case we have found a good enough approximation for t * and we may halt; or (ii) θ RR (0) > p * + λ in which case t (0) is too large, and so t * ∈ [Q min , t (0) ] and we recurse of the LHS half of the original interval; or (iii) θ RR (0) < p * − λ in which case t (0) is too small, and so t * ∈ [t (0) , Q max ] and we recurse on the RHS half of the original interval.
When does our binary search algorithm halt? If P is a pathological distribution, it may put 2λ probability mass on an infinitesimally small intervals to the left and right of t * , forcing our binary search algorithm to continue for arbitrarily many rounds. To avoid such a case, we require an a-priori bound α dist on the length of an interval that can hold λ-probability mass; or alternatively, allow our algorithm to output any t such that |t − t * | ≤ α dist . The formal definition follows. Definition 15. Let t * be the p * -quantile of P and assume that t * is bounded, i.e. t * ∈ [Q min , Q max ]. An algorithm M is said to (α dist , α quant , β)-approximate t * , if it takes as input n iid draws from P and returns t ∈ [Q min , Q max ] such that w.p. ≥ 1 − β we have that either |p
Provided with such a bound α dist we can bound the number of iterations in our binary search by T such that Qmax−Q min/2 T < α dist . A description of our binary search given such an iteration bound T is detailed in procedure BinQuant given in Algorithm 2. Two theorems summarize Algorithm 2's properties. Theorem 16. BinQuant is -LDP.
Proof. This follows immediately from the fact that the only time we access the data is via randomized response, which is -DP.
Theorem 17. Let P be any distribution on the real line. For any p * ∈ (0, 1) and any Q min , Q max such that q * ∈ [Q min , Q max ], for any > 0 and for any λ, τ, β ∈ (0, 1 /2), Algorithm BinQuant indeed Algorithm 2 Quantile Estimation: BinQuant Input: Data {x 1 , · · · , x N }, target quantile p * ; , [Q min , Q max ], λ, T .
Initialize j = 0, n = N/T , s 1 = Q min , s 2 = Q max . for j = 1, · · · , T do Select users U (j) = {j · n + 1, j · n + 2, · · · , (j + 1) · n} Set t (j) ← s 1 +s 2
Run randomized response on U (j) and obtain Z
Proof. We know our algorithm applies the randomized response mechanism at most T times. Setting the probability of each iteration j to produce a bad estimation as β /T , Claim 9 assures us that it suffices to run each iteration on 8 λ 2 e +1 e −1 2 log( 4T /β) samples to have that each Z (j) approximates P X∼P X < t (j) up to an error of λ 2 . Taking a union bound over all T iterations, we have that w.p. ≥ 1 − β, the condition |Z (j) − P X∼P X < t (j) | ≤ λ 2 holds for every j. And so, if we have that Z (j) > p * + λ 2 then it must hold that p * < P X∼P X < t (j) which implies we must increase t (j) ; and if we have that Z (j) < p * − λ 2 then it must hold that p * > P X∼P X < t (j) which implies we must decrease t (j) . Thus, we maintain the invariant that in each iteration t * ∈ [s 1 , s 2 ].
If our algorithm breaks at some iteration, it implies that the estimate Z (j) of that particular iteration is sufficiently close to p * , thus | P X∼P X < t (j) − p * | ≤ λ. Otherwise, we halt after T iterations, which means that difference s 2 − s 1 , which initially was set to Q max − Q min is cut in half T times. Thus, after T iteration we have that s 2 − s 1 = Qmax−Q min 2 T ≤ τ .
Locally Private Mean Estimation Using Quantile Estimation
We return to discuss the case where the underlying distribution of the data is Gaussian with unknown variance. Recall, our plan is to use quantile estimation to find an interval [s 1 , s 2 ] which is likely to contain most datapoints. This requires that we assess µ up to an error of about ±σ and also have an estimation of σ which is also fairly close to the true σ. In other words, by denoting σ as our estimation, we would like to have σ 2 ≤ σ ≤ 2σ. Our approach for obtaining such estimations of µ and σ is to apply the quantile estimation technique twice: once for p * = 1 2 where t * = µ, and once for the value of p * = Φ(1) ≈ 0.8413 for which the corresponding threshold is t * = µ+σ. We next argue that since both thresholds are sufficiently close to the mean of the underlying distribution, we can set λ as a reasonable constant and guarantee that our estimations of the two thresholds are close up to a factor of σ/4 to the true thresholds. Our LDP confidence interval estimator in the unknown variance case is given in Algorithm 3.
Recall that we assume that µ ∈ [−R, R] and σ ∈ [σ min , σ max ], hence we can set our α dist parameter to be σ min /4 and T = log 2 ( 2R /α dist ) . We start by using BinQuant to estimate the mean and the threshold µ + σ. We leverage on Theorem 17 to show the following. Corollary 18. Fix any λ ∈ (0, 0.1). Let X X X ∼ N µ, σ 2 be iid samples. Set
and T med = log 2 ( 2R /α·σ min )
and compute the estimate
Similarly, set
Proof. We begin with the estimation t µ . Since we have that µ ∈ [−R, R] and since our bound on n meets the requirements of Theorem 17, then w.p. ≥ 1 − β 2 our algorithm succeeds and returns t µ such that p( t µ ) is within ±λ of p(µ) = 1/2, then we know that Φ
Leveraging the symmetry of the Normal distribution around the mean (hence the mean is also the median), we know that
We now make a similar argument for the estimation t σ . Since we have that µ + σ ∈ [−R, R + σ max ] and since our bound on n meets the requirements of Theorem 17, then w.p. ≥ 1 − β 2 our algorithm succeeds and returns t µ such that p( t µ ) is within ±λ of p(µ) = 1/2, then we know that
We re-write the endpoints of the interval as
We denote α − = 1−Φ −1 (Φ(1−λ) ) and α sd = Φ −1 (Φ(1+λ))−1. Recall we limit λ < 0.1 and so due to the monotonically decreasing nature of the PDF of the Normal distribution on the interval (0.9, 1.1) it must hold that α sd > α − as the interval (1, 1 + α sd ) must be longer than the interval (1 − α − , 1) in order to accumulate λ probability mass. Therefore, we have that | t σ − (µ + σ)| ≤ α sd .
All the is now left is to "plug in" the value of λ for which α med = 1 /4 and the value of λ for which α sd = 1 /4. Referring to known quantile calculations over the standard Normal, it is enough to set λ = 0.098 to have α med ≤ 1 /4, and to set λ = 0.052 to have α sd ≤ 1 /4. Under these values, Corollary 18 asserts that w.p. ≥ 1 − β we have | t µ − µ| ≤ σ 4 and also σ 2 ≤ | t µ − t σ | ≤ 3σ 2 . This allows us to follow in a similar fashion to Algorithm KnownVar, i.e. to define a suitably chosen interval centered at t µ which is wide enough to hold all remaining data points yet its length is still O(σ log(2/β)). Details appear in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Unknown Variance Case: UnkVar
) .
Set n 1 = T med (0.098) 2 · e +1 e −1 2 ·log( 16T med /β), n 2 = T sd (0.052) 2 · e +1 e −1 2 ·log( 16T sd /β), and n 3 = n−n 1 −n 2 .
Initialize U 1 = {1, · · · , n 1 }, U 2 = {n 1 + 1, · · · , n 1 + n 2 }, and U 3 = {n 1 + n 2 + 1, · · · , n}.
Run steps 6-8 of Algorithm KnownVar over U 3 to get the interval I.
then the interval I returned by Algorithm UnkVar satisfies that P X X X, UnkVar µ ∈ I ≥ 1 − β, and moreover
Proof. Denoting T sd as in Algorithm 3, we have set this particular value of n so that n ≥ 3n 2 ≥ 3n 1 , implying n 3 ≥ n/3. Using Corollary 18, we know that under these particular values of λ (namely 0.098 and 0.052) we have that w.p. ≥ 1 − β 2 both | t µ − µ| ≤ σ 4 and | t σ − (µ + σ)|| ≤ σ 4 , and as a result σ ≤ 2( t σ − t µ ) ≤ 3σ. Therefore, we have that the interval [µ − σ 2 log( 8n /β), µ + σ 2 log( 8n /β)] ⊂ [s 1 , s 2 ]. As discussed in the proof of Theorem 11, this implies that w.p. ≥ 1 − β 4 none of the points of U 3 is altered by the projection onto [s 1 , s 2 ]. The remainder of the argument then follows in the same fashion. As for the length of the resulting interval, we have that the length of [s 1 , s 2 ] = 2∆ is also upper bounded by 6σ( 1 2 + 2 2 log( 8n /β)), making the standard deviation of the Gaussian noise we add to each point proportional to O σ · log (n/β) log (1/β) log(1/δ) .
It is interesting to compare the bounds of Theorems 11 and 19. Replacing the known quantity σ in Theorem 11 with the provided lower bound σ min in Theorem 19, the sample complexity bound only increases by a log log(R/σ min )-factor. Note in both algorithms we conclude in a similar fashion (averaging Gaussian noise), so, if we are to denote by m the number of points either algorithms use in their last parts, then both algorithms output intervals of length O( σ / √ m).
Dealing with Very Large Unknown Variance
We now move to dealing with the case where the true variance of the data is at least as large as R. We heavily rely on some known properties regarding quantiles of the Gaussian distribution. Though cumbersome to state, we use a claim that argues shifting a threshold t to a new threshold t = t + ∆, the difference between the probability mass for a Standard Gaussian distribution, i.e. |Φ(t) − Φ(t )| = Θ(∆), provided the threshold t isn't too far from the mean of the Gaussian (in our case, at most two standard deviations away). Claim 20. Let N (µ, σ 2 ) be the Gaussian distribution set at mean µ and with variance σ 2 .
1. Fix α, p ∈ (0, 1) such that p − α ≥ 2.28% and p + α ≤ 97.72%. Let t be the p-quantile of N (µ, σ 2 ), i.e P X∼N (µ,σ 2 ) [X < t] = p, and let t be a α-approximation of t, i.e. some arbitrary point satisfying P x∼N (µ,σ 2 ) [x < t] ∈ (p − α, p + α). Then |t − t| ≤ 18.522ασ.
2. Fix τ, p ∈ (0, 1), and let t be the p-quantile of N (µ, σ 2 ), i.e p = P X∼N (µ,σ 2 ) [X < t]. Let t be any point such that | t − t| < τ σ. Then P x∼N (µ,σ 2 ) [x < t] − p ≤ 0.399τ .
Proof. The proof is nothing more than a few calculations using the mean value theorem.
1. Without loss of generality, assume t < t.
Since p − α > 0.0228 then t > µ − 2σ, and since t + α < 0.9772 then t < µ + 2σ; implying that exp(− (c−µ) 2 2σ 2 ) > e − 2 2 2 . Thus |t − t| < ασ(2π) 0.5 e 2 < 18.522ασ.
Again, without loss of generality we assume t < t, and thus
399τ . We comment that this upper bound is fairly tight around the mean, and as long as t ∈ (µ − σ, µ + σ) the meanvalue theorem also assures us that P x∼N (µ,σ 2 ) [x < t] − p ≥ | t − t| · e −0.5 √ 2πσ 2 ≈ 0.24197 | t−t| σ = 0.24197τ .
Detecting Whether the Variance is Large
We now present a way to detect whether the unknown variance is large (larger than 2R) or not (less than R). We start with the following proposition. Proposition 21. Let D be the underlying distribution of the data, hence D = N (µ, σ 2 ) for some unknown µ and σ 2 . Denote p = P X∼D [−2R ≤ X ≤ 2R]. Then, 1. If σ ≤ R then p > 0.83.
2. If σ ≥ 2R then p < 0.69.
Proof. Both articles require that we solve an optimization problem. In the first case, our goal is to find µ ∈ [−R, R] and σ ≤ R as to minimize p; and in the latter case, our goal is to find µ ∈ [−R, R] and σ ≥ 2R as to maximize p. It is evident that the larger σ is, the more probability mass falls outside the [−2R, 2R] interval, and so in the former case we set σ = R and in the latter case we set σ = 2R. Therefore, since Gaussians are scale invariant, these problems are equivalent to finding µ ∈ [−1, 1] such that the probability mass on the interval [−2, 2] of a Gaussian N (µ, 1) is minimized (for the former case) or that the probability mass on the interval [−1, 1] is maximized (in the latter case). It is simple to see that maximization is obtained by setting µ = 0 and minimization is obtained by setting µ = 1 (or µ = −1). Applying now to known quantiles of the Gaussian distribution, we know that 1 −1 (2π) −0.5 exp(− 1 2 x 2 )dx ≈ 0.682689 < 0.69, and that 2 −2 (2π) −0.5 exp(− 1 2 (x − 1) 2 )dx ≈ 1 2 · 0.682689 + 1 2 · 0.9973 > 0.83.
Proposition 21 gives us a simple recipe for detecting whether the variance is large. We simply use randomized response to estimate the fraction of the population that falls inside the interval [−2R, 2R], up to an error of ≤ 7%. Based on Claim 8, we know that w.p. ≥ 1 − β the estimator
, 2R]} is accurate up to 7% if we apply it to at least m ≥ 2 0.07 2 (e +1) 2 log(4/β) (e −1) 2 many samples. If our estimate for this fraction is ≥ 0.76 then it must be the case that p > 0.69 and so σ < 2R, which means we now invoke the algorithm of Section 4 using σ max = 2R; otherwise, it must be the case that p < 0.83 and therefore σ > R, and we continue to deal with the case of really large variance. Seeing as m = Θ (e +1) 2 log(1/β) (e −1) 2 this initial verification increases the overall sample complexity of our algorithm by a (1 + o(1))-factor.
Finding a Confidence Interval for Gaussians of Large Variance
We now deal with the case where σ > R. Our plan is fairly simple: we first estimate the probability mass of points ≤ −R and then estimate the probability mass of the points ≤ R, and use the two quantiles to interpolate µ and a proper confidence interval. In more detail, suppose we know the exact values of p − def = P X∼N (µ,σ) [X ≤ −R] and p + def = P X∼N (µ,σ) [X ≤ R], we could use them to interpolate µ and σ in the following way. Denote t + and t − as the p − -quantile and p + -quantile, respectively, i.e. P Y ∼N (0,1) 
Then we have the following
hence σ has to be positive and we get that
Of course, the fact we have a finite-size sample and use locally private estimators implies we can only estimate p − and p + up to a certain error. Thus, the above equalities are replaced with our estimations: p − = p − + α − and p + = p + + α + , where both α − and α + are bounded in magnitude by O( log(1/β) 2 n ) (we assume < 1 for this discussion). Denoting t − and t + as the quantiles 2 such that
Claim 20 (1) assures us that both ∆ − def = t − − t − and ∆ + def = t + − t + have magnitude which is upper bounded by 18.53|α − | and 18.53|α + | respectively, and so both are also in O( log(1/β) 2 n ). Denote B as an upper bound on the magnitude of ∆ − and ∆ + . If it were to hold that (−t − ) + t + > 5B (we chose the arbitrary constant 5) then we apply the following inequality: ∀a, b s.t. |a| < |b| and ∀x, y s.t. max{|x|, |y|} ≤ B ≤ b 5 , we have
and we get that in our case, the following bound holds
where B is on the order of O( log(1/β) 2 n ) and we know that we have that (−t − ) + t + ≥ 5B.
To guarantee that indeed (−t − ) + t + ≥ 5B we rely on Claim 20, whose corollary implies that
implying it suffices to verify that p + − p − ≥ 2B. All that is left is to argue that p + − p − < 2B only when σ = Ω( √ n · R) in which case the variance is so large that the original interval [−R, R] is a suitable good confidence interval to output.
This discussion gives rise to our very large variance case algorithm (we assume that we have detected already that σ > R.
Algorithm 4 Very Large Variance Estimator
Input: Data {x 1 , · · · , x n }; , R, β > 0.
2: Run randomized response on the first n /2 datapoints to estimate P X∼N (µ,σ 2 ) [X ≤ −R]:
Set p − ← 2 n θ RR ( n 2 , φ − ). 3: Run randomized response on the latter n /2 datapoints to estimate P X∼N (µ,σ 2 ) [X ≤ R]:
Set p + ← 2 n θ RR ( n 2 , φ + ). Compute the thresholds t − and t + s.t. (1) assures us that in this case it must be that the distance R−(−R) ≤ 20σ·804B, i.e. 2R ≤ 20, 000B·σ. As we return in this case the interval [−R, R] which is guaranteed to contain µ, the required holds.
We therefore turn to analyze the interval returned by Algorithm 4 in the case of p + − p − ≥ 800B. In this case, seeing as we already conditioned on max{| p − − p − |, | p + − p + |} ≤ 2B, by Claim 20(1) it must hold that max{| t
yet on the other hand, p + − p − ≥ (800 − 2 − 2)B and therefore, by Claim 20(2) it must be that t + and t − are sufficiently far apart to allow a probability mass ≥ 796B to fall in the interval [−R, R];
Thus, all the conditions of (12) hold and we have that
Recall that by definition: t − = −R−µ σ and t + = R−µ σ (see (11)) hence 2R t + −t − = σ, and so it holds that | µ − µ| ≤ 1.5Bσ. Lastly, re-applying the same reasoning of (12), we can infer that
proving that indeed w.p. ≥ 1 − β we have that µ ∈ ( µ − τ, µ + τ ) and the interval we return, whose length is 2τ satisfies the desired bound.
Lower Bounds
We begin our discussion on the bounds for the utility of any -locally private mechanism which is a one-shot mechanism, by presenting the following lemma. This lemma is a combination of two separate results. First, Karwa and Vadhan's coupling argument that suggest that the "effective group privacy" between two n-size samples from either a distribution P or a distribution Q is roughly n · d TV (P, Q). The second result is a lemma, which originally appeared in Beimel et al. (2008) and then also appeared in a more formal way in Bun et al. (2018) , that states that group privacy of altering k datums scales proportional to O( √ k) rather O( k) as in the centralized model. We combine the two into a single lemma, dealing with -LDP mechanisms over an input that is drawn iid from some distribution. This lemma is the main building block in all of our lower-bounds. Lemma 23. Let M be a one-shot local -differentially private mechanism. Let P and Q be two distributions, with ∆ def = d TV (P, Q). Fix any 0 < δ < e −1 and set * = 8 ∆ √ n 1 2 log( 2 /δ) + 16 ∆ √ n . Then, for any set of possible outputs S we have that
where the probability is taken over both the n i.i.d samples and over the coin-tosses of M.
The proof of Lemma 23 is based on the following fact. Fact 24. Let P and Q be two distributions over the same domain X , such that there exists a bound B > 0 so that for any x ∈ X we have that log PDF P [x]
The proof of Fact 24 appears in full detail in Dwork and Roth (2014) .
As an immediate corollary of the above fact and the McDiarmid Inequality (Fact 7), we have the Bun et al. (2018) group-privacy in the (one-shot) local model. Let S be the set of indices one which the inputs D and D differ. For each i ∈ S we denote
, and by -differential privacy we have that |X i | ≤ . Fact 24 implies that E[X i ] ≤ (e − 1), and furthermore McDiarmid's inequality gives that the sum of the privacy losses exceeds its mean by more than t = |S| log(2/δ)/2 w.p. of at most δ. Thus, w.p. ≥ 1 − δ our privacy loss is bounded by |S| (e − 1) + |S| log(2/δ)/2.
Similarly,
where the last inequality holds for sufficiently small values of . For < 1 we have that e − e − < 4 resulting in the desired bound: |X i | ≤ 8 ∆.
Plugging this into the result of "group privacy" discussed above, we have that replacing all n datums from sampled given by P to samples of Q we have that w.p. ≥ 1 − δ the privacy loss is at most n(8 ∆)(e 8 ∆ − 1) + 8 ∆ n log(2/δ)/2 ≤ 8 ∆ √ n 1 2 log(2/δ) + 16 ∆ √ n assuming < 1 hence e < 1 + 2 .
Lower Bounds for One-Shot -Locally Private Mechanisms
Leveraging on our main lemma, we can now prove lower bounds on the interval length and sample complexity of any one-shot -LDP algorithm that outputs a meaningful confidence interval. We focus on the case of a known variance, and our lower-bound shows the optimality of Algorithm KnownVar up to a O( log( n /β))-factor. Theorem 25. We say an algorithm (β, τ )-solves the mean-estimation problem (under known variance σ 2 and bound R) if its input is a sample of n points and its output is an interval I such that, if all n datapoints are iid draws from N (µ, σ 2 ) for some µ ∈ [−R, R] then w.p. ≥ 1 − β it holds that µ ∈ I and furthermore, E[|I|] ≤ τ . (The probability is taken over both the sample draws and the coin-tosses of the algorithm.) Fix any β < 1 /3. Then any one-shot -locally differentially private algorithm M that (β, τ )-solves that mean estimation problem must have that τ = Ω σ √ log(1/β) √ n and also that n = Ω 1 2 log( R β·τ ) .
Proof. To prove Theorem 25 we consider the following problem, defined by a parameter τ . We define the following collection of points on the interval [−R, R]: P = {p 0 = −R, p 1 = −R + 2τ, ...p i = −R + 2iτ, ..., p m = R}. Clearly, this is a collection of 2R 2τ + 1 = R τ + 1 def = m + 1 possible outputs. (For simplicity we assume R is divisible by τ otherwise, we set the later point to be the nearest integer multiplication of 2τ ). We say an algorithm is β-useful for if on any sample of n iid draws from a Gaussian of variance σ 2 and mean p i , the algorithm returns the correct index i w.p. ≥ 1 − β (over the draws and the coin tosses of the algorithm. Clearly, if there exists a one-shot -DP in the local model algorithm that (β, τ )-solves the mean estimation problem, then using it as a black-box we can design a β-useful algorithm for the above problem. We thus proceed to argue that no one-shot -DP in the local model is β-useful for the above problem unless n is sufficiently large.
The argument we invoke is the standard packing-argument. Let P i be the distribution of Gaussian of mean p i and variance σ 2 . Let M be any β-useful one-shot -DP in the local model for the above problem. It follows that, for any choice of δ 1 , δ 2 , ..., δ m and the respectively defined * 1 , ..., * n given by Lemma 23, we get
From Equation (13) we derive multiple conclusions, using also the fact that ∀i > 0, ∆ i = d TV (P i , P 0 ) ≤ min{1, 2τ · i σ } and denote m 0 = max{i : 2τ i σ ≤ 1} (thus, m 0 ≤ σ 2τ ). First of all, β is lower bounded by at least the first of the summands in Equation (13) Therefore, we conclude that it must hold that τ ≥ 1 10·16 · σ √ n log(8/β) for otherwise we get contradicting the fact that β ≤ 1 3 . As a result we get that n ≥ σ 2 τ 2 log(8/β) 160 2 2 . Hence, if τ ≤ σ we get log(8/β) ≤ (160 ) 2 n; and if τ > σ we can repeat the above derivation only now using 1 as the upper bound on ∆ 1 and still have that n ≥ Ω log(1/β) 2 . Secondly, we can set all δ i = β 4m and use the fact that ∆ i ≤ 1 for all i to get a lower bound of the form
It follows that if n ≤ log(8m/β) 100·16 2 2 we get that 15 8 β ≥ 5β 4(1−β) ≥ m exp − 1 10 log( 8m β ) · ( 1 2 + 1 10 ) log( 8m β ) = m exp(− 1 10 log( 8m β )) = m · ( β 8m ) 1/10 = m 0.9 ( β 8 ) 0.1 which, using the fact that β ≤ 1/3, contradicts the fact that m > 1. (If R ≤ 2τ then the problem has only a single solution.)
It is worth-while to discuss the implications of Theorem 25. Aside from showing the near optimality of our technique, it also shows that our dependency on R is of the essence. This is in sharp contrast to the centralized -model, when the results of Karwa and Vadhan (2018) show that there exists a ( , δ)-differentially private algorithm whose sample complexity is independent of R. Our lower bounds, as shown by Bun et al. (2018) , from the -LDP setting carry over to the ( , δ)-LDP, so that the same dependency on log(R) is required. This illustrates a sharp contrast between the centralized and the local model.
In addition, we prove a similar bound on the optimality of the BinQuant-Algorithm. Theorem 26. Let M be a -LDP mechanism which is (α dist , α quant , β)-useful for the p-quantile problem over P, given that the true p-quantile lies in the interval [−R, R]. Then, for any β < 1 6 it must hold that n ≥ Ω( 1 α 2 quant 2 · log( R α dist β )).
Proof. Similar to the proof of Theorem 25, we define a collection of distributions P 1 , ..., P m s.t. a good answer for data drawn from P i is necessarily a bad answer for any P j for j = i. Also similar to the proof of Theorem 25, our construction is also based on the collection C = {t 0 = −R, t 1 = −R +2α dist , ...t i = −R +2iα dist , ..., t m = R}, and note how |C| = m+1 = 2R 2α dist . Given a quantile p ∈ (α quant , 1 − α quant ), 3 we denote the suitable P i defined as a discrete distribution over 3 points: {−R, t i , R}. (For i = 0 or i = m, with t i = −R or t i = R resp., we just sum the probability of falling at the extreme or at t i .)
Clearly, for each i, the q-quantile of P i is t i . It follows that when all n datums are drawn from P i then w.p. ≥ 1 − β it must be that M returns an answer which is in the interval t i ± α dist . As the distance between any two distinct t i and t j is 2α dist then it is evident that an answer in t i ± α dist is bad for the case where the data is drawn from P j . Lastly, it is also simple to see that for any i = j we have that d TV (P i , P j ) = 2α quant .
We apply Lemma 23 fixing for all i, δ i = β 2m and i = , thus * i = 8 ·2α quant · √ n 1 2 log( 8m β ) + 16 · 2α quant · √ n . And so,
As a result, if n < > R α dist exp(− 1 3 log(8R/α dist β)) > R α dist exp(− log(R/α dist ) − 1 3 log(8/β)) = R α dist · α dist R · β 8 1/3 = β 1/3 2 Thus, β 2/3 > 1 3 implying β > 0.19 contradicting the fact that β < 1 6 .
It is important to note that our lower bound shows how all three parameters are necessary for devising a suitalbe -LDP algorithm for the problem. For example, we must have both stopping conditions (α quant and α dist ). If we didn't specify α dist as well, then we could devise a collection of infinitely many distributions -for any point z ∈ [−R, R] we would construct a similar P z similar to P i -resulting in infinite sample complexity. Then for any m we could create a m-size collection of distributions by repeating the same collection with R set to be any number > m/α dist , thus we could get a sample complexity as arbitrary large as we want. Lastly, if α quant was unspecified, we could derive an arbitrarily large sample complexity even without privacy as finding the exact quantile of a distribution requires infinitely many samples.
